How to upload your video to an online streaming site (Youtube or Vimeo)

From your editing software, export or “share” your movie as a file (either .mp4 or .mov). The highest resolution and quality is not necessary for online viewing.

After creating your Youtube or Vimeo account, select “upload.”

Choose your privacy settings wisely. You will be given the option to make a video public (viewable to anyone on the web), private (only available to you), or unlisted (only available to those with a direct link).

Until your video has successfully processed, leave the sit open. You will get a conformation that the video has been uploaded and is ready for viewing.

Additional Tips
- It is best to have a strong Internet connection. Slower connections may timeout your upload.
- If your file is very large, consider reducing the quality or resolution of your video before rendering.

Contact the Digital Media Studio for questions or support
http://www.libguides.marquette.edu/digitalmediastudio
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